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great profit to the undertakers ", one and all were " subject
to the casualties of water and of fire " x.    Another writer
(1708) asserted that " were it not for water a colliery in
these parts [the northern coal-fields]   might be termed a
golden mine to purpose " 2.    One colliery-owner, according
to the account related by Roger North, " cut into a hill in
order to drain the water, and conquered all difficulties of
stone and the like till he came to clay, and that was too
hard for him ;  for no means of timber or walls would resist,
but all was crowded together ;   and this was by the weight
of the hill bearing upon a clay that yielded.   In this work he
lost twenty thousand pounds " 3.    In the seventeenth cen-
tury the ingenuity of inventors was taxed to the utmost in
the effort to provide a satisfactory method of raising water
from the mines.   As early as 1565 the brother of the Elector
Palatine claimed that a new method of drawing water from
the deepest mines had been discovered, and offered it to the
Queen for trial in England 4 ;   and it has been conjectured
that ' Master Beaumont' was indebted for Ms knowledge of
mining appliances to German engineering 5.   In the following
century many patents were granted 6 and much expenditure
incurred, but in spite of all efforts a number of collieries re-
mained * unwrought and drowned' 7 ;   and the net result
was summed up by a writer who declared that the projectors
found that " instead of draining the water, their pockets are
drained"8.    He  added  that   " in  most  collieries  in  the
North they make use of chain pumps, and do force the same
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